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Introduction:

Criteria and Priorities of Plan:
This least change plan for Wisconsin was drawn with two priorities in mind. The first is

compliance with all relevant federal law. This plan complies with both the one person, one vote
requirement by achieving perfect population equality and with the Voting Rights Act (VRA).

Additionally, this plan is a least change plan, which means it will remain as close as
possible to the district lines current map of Wisconsin districts in use from 2012-2022. Some
adjustments are necessary to account for population shifts during the past decade, but since
Wisconsin neither gained nor lost a district following the 2020 Census, most changes are rather
minor.

Despite having some explicit priorities listed in the state constitution for state legislative
maps, Wisconsin has no state law that sets requirements for congressional redistricting beyond
compliance with federal law. As such, state law did not need to be considered in drawing this
plan. Furthermore, beyond federal law and least change goals, no other criteria were
considered in drawing this plan. While occasionally respecting county and municipal boundaries
is used as a factor in deciding where to make small changes to the map, respecting these
political subdivisions is not a primary objective of this plan and is more of a tiebreaker in said
cases. Partisan fairness was not considered during the process and the map was originally
drawn without partisan voting data at all. Lastly, the map was not drawn with the goal of
respecting communities of interest. If a community of interest is split under the current map, it
likely remains so under this proposal. In summary, this is strictly a least change plan,
considering little else.

Tensions between Criteria and Priorities:
Since this plan has only two priorities, there are almost no tensions between them. Of

course, complying with one person, one vote through perfect population equality means that I
cannot follow the current district lines exactly, but this is a given. There are no required VRA
districts in Wisconsin, thus there are no concerns with regard to that aspect of federal law.
Besides population equality, there are no other priorities that could conflict with my least change
goals.

Legal Compliance and Considerations:

One Person, One Vote:
All of the districts in the plan area are perfectly population balanced, meaning there is

either a deviation of 0 or 1 from the ideal district population of 736,715. Districts with non-ideal
population balances open the door to legal challenges to a plan under Karcher v. Daggett, which
ruled that districts must be of equal population unless the population difference is necessary to
achieve a “legitimate state objective.” Since equal population is one of the main requirements
under federal law, I determined that achieving population should be above the least change



priority in drawing this map. This also helps avoid any legal challenges to the plan on the basis
of population.

Milwaukee and Suburbs:



Voting Rights Act:
Milwaukee’s District 4 is the only area of Wisconsin where the Voting Rights Act

becomes relevant. While it is not possible to make a majority-minority district in Wisconsin,
District 4 is majority-minority (40.9% white, 34.7% Black, 18.1% Hispanic, 5.9% Asian). Since
District 4 does not have a cohesive, single-racial-group plurality, section 2 of the VRA would not
apply per Thornburg v. Gingles and Bartlett v. Strickland. In order for the VRA to apply in District
4, one of the minority groups would need to have a large enough population to form a majority,
or at least significant plurality, of the district population. Said group would need to vote
cohesively for a single “candidate of choice” and the district must have enough racially polarized
voting between different racial groups to justify prioritizing the minority group’s representation.
District 4 meets none of these requirements, and since minority coalition districts are not
required under the VRA either, District 4 cannot be considered a VRA district.

Least Change Goals:
Within the Milwaukee region, the largest changes occur between Districts 1 and 5 in

Waukesha County. Due to District 4 being underpopulated following the 2020 Census, it added
the suburb of Greenfield and the community of River Falls, both in Milwaukee County, to reach
ideal district population. It also took in a small amount of territory from the city of Wauwatosa.
Due to its own underpopulation and the loss of territory to District 4, District 5 absorbed a
significant amount of Waukesha County from District 1. I chose to take in more territory from
Waukesha County since it had already been split significantly under the current map and it had
a large population to draw from without needlessly splitting additional cities or
census-designated places. Furthermore, taking from District 1’s Waukesha territory allowed
District 1 to take in the entire city of Beloit, helping mitigate District 2’s overpopulation. District 5
also took in a small portion of rural Dodge County, which had also been split under the current
map. This change will be discussed in the Central Wisconsin section.

District 1 saw the other significant change in this region, incorporating the city of Beloit in
Rock County into the district. Dane County saw by far the most growth in the state over the past
decade, leaving District 2 7.15% over the ideal population at the beginning of the drawing
process. Only Districts 2 and 8 were overpopulating, meaning that many of the moves to shift
population had to be done in two steps, first taking from one of those two districts and then
adding to the target district. Unless, of course, the target district bordered one of those two
districts. This is the case with District 1. Beloit is a sizable city, and adding it to District 1 in its
entirety achieved equal population for Districts 1 and 5 without any additional splits and while
remaining faithful to the current map’s lines.

The shifts in the Milwaukee region did not change the geographic character of any
district in a significant way. District 1 remains a mix of suburban Milwaukee and smaller cities
across the southern border, District 5 remains suburban and exurban, and District 4 remains
concentrated on Milwaukee and its immediate surroundings.



Madison and Surroundings:



Least Change Goals:
As the source of most of Wisconsin’s growth over the last decade, District 2 needed to

shed territory to surrounding districts in order to again comply with one person, one vote. The
bulk of this was achieved through the addition of Beloit to District 1, which balanced the
Milwaukee area’s population. The other slight shift in District 2 was the addition of the rest of
Richland County and a small portion of Sauk County to District 3. Reuniting Richland was an
obvious first step when balancing the two, but I chose Sauk to supply the remainder of the
necessary population for District 3 as it is the most compact option for adding territory. Since
District 3 already forms a Y-shape going towards Stephens Point, I found it best to add to that
shape rather than add a single jagged edge on the southern end of the district. In short, it’s the
cleanest split available. Overall, District 2 remains based around Madison and changes little in
shape despite losing a significant amount of population.

Driftless/Southwest Wisconsin:



Least Change Goals:
Besides the already mentioned additions from Sauk and Richland Counties, the Driftless

region only sees one change. District 7, being slightly underpopulated, takes in more of Jackson
County from District 3. I chose to absorb population from Jackson County as it had a significant
amount of rural territory that allowed me to absorb only a small amount of people into the district
quite easily. Additionally, since Jackson is already split, it does not diverge significantly at all
from the current map. Both Districts 3 and 7 follow their current shapes extremely closely and
remain centered on the Driftless and Northwoods regions, respectively.



Central Wisconsin:



Least Change Goals:
District 8 was the only other district in the state that was overpopulated following the

2020 Census, albeit by a much smaller 2%. As such, Winnebago was reunited under District 6
and a portion of Calumet County was also added. Calumet County was the most convenient
place to draw from. Taking from Kewaunee County would have jeopardized the contiguity of
District 8, as the county is rather small and it the only access that Door County has to the rest of
the state. Adding population from Waupaca or Outagamie Counties would cause District 6 to
deviate further from the current district lines by adding an unnecessary appendage to the
district. Thus, Calumet County was the best option.

In Dodge County, District 5 absorbed a small amount of rural territory from District 6.
This was to help balance for population, as District 6 had to absorb all of District 8’s surplus,
rendering it overpopulated. Dodge County was the only county split between Districts 5 and 6 in
the current map, and was therefore the obvious choice for population balancing. That particular
corner of Dodge County was chosen as the other portions of the county that border District 5
are mostly larger towns that would need to be split. By taking land in the rural corner of the
county instead, I avoided needing to split the larger towns like Beaver Dam.

Overall, both districts retain their original shapes and characteristics well.

Northern Wisconsin:



Least Change Goals:
The slight shift in Jackson County has already been discussed. There are no other

changes in the region.

Partisan Fairness Statistics:
Although partisan fairness was not a priority in making this map, it is an important metric

to examine in any redistricting plan, especially one as competitive as Wisconsin. Two ways of
measuring partisan bias in a redistricting plan are mean-median gap and efficiency gap. A
mean-median gap measures the difference between a party’s median vote share and its mean
vote share. More divergence between the two indicates a bias towards one party in the map.
Partisan efficiency gap measures the amount of inefficient or “wasted” votes (votes for a losing
candidate or votes over 50% for a winning candidate) for one party. It is calculated by adding up
one party’s total inefficient votes, subtracting the other party's inefficient votes, and dividing by
the total number of votes. Higher percentages of wasted votes can indicate unfair packing or
cracking of districts.

My plan has a mean-median gap of 4.6% and an efficiency gap of 15.0%, both in favor
of Republicans. Since this least change map is based on a map that already had heavy partisan
bias in favor of the Republicans, it is only natural that this map would also be biased against
Democrats. It is impossible to draw a partisanly fair least change map in Wisconsin, due to the
Democratic voters being packed into Districts 2 and 4. This is a side effect of Wisconsin’s
political geography, where Democrats are extremely concentrated in Madison and Milwaukee.



Statewide Comparison with Current Map:

Least Change Goals:
All in all, my plan follows the current map’s district lines incredibly closely. The largest

divergences are in Districts 5 and 8, but these changes are still rather small and do not
fundamentally change the natures of the districts they affect. Every district is based around the
same region/city in the current map and my own. Since the only other concern in my plan
besides least change principles is federal law, I was able to focus exclusively on balancing the
population of each district.

Partisan Statistics:
The current Wisconsin congressional map has a mean-median gap of 7.6% and an

efficiency gap of 10.7%, both in favor of Republicans. This is a notably higher mean-median gap
compared to my map's 4.6% in favor of Republicans, however my plan’s efficiency gap is more



than 4% higher at 15%. Since partisan fairness is not a focus of this plan, it doesn’t not
necessarily matter which plan performs better on these metrics, but it is still an important
comparative tool. From these statistics, we can conclude that my plan is marginally more
competitive. My District 1 voted 52.3% Trump to 46.0% Biden in 2020, while the current District
1 voted 53.8% Trump to 44.6% Biden in 2020. Both the current and my District 3 have the same
2020 margin: 51.4% Trump to 46.7% Biden. These are the only two competitive districts in
either plan.

County and Municipal Splits:
Under the current map, 12 counties are split, as well as 29 cities or census-designated

places, 7 of which are no-population splits. 42 precincts are also split. My map, on the other
hand, splits 12 counties, 24 cities or census-designated places, of which 4 are no-population
splits, as well as 26 precincts. My plan does split fewer cities and precincts than the current
map, despite this not being a primary criteria in drawing my plan.

Comparison with Proposed Maps:
On November 18th, 2021, Governor Tony Evers vetoed the Republican legislature’s

proposed congressional and legislative maps for the 2022-2032 redistricting, which transferred
responsibility for redistricting to the Republican controlled Wisconsin Supreme Court. On
November 30th, the Court announced that it would pursue a least-change plan for their map.
Both Governor Evers and the Republican legislative leaders have since sent in proposals to the
Court in line with the least-change criteria. Arguments on the maps will continue throughout
January and it is currently unclear when the Court will render its decision. Since the Court is
pursuing a least change plan, it is important to compare the proposals made to the Court with
my own plan.



Governor Evers’ Least Change Proposal:

There are two major differences between Governor Evers’ proposal and my own. The
first is in the Milwaukee metropolitan area in Districts 1, 4, and 5. District 4 trades South
Milwaukee and other southern suburbs for all of Wauwatosa and part of West Allis. District 5
also regains the rest of Waukesha County from District 1 while taking a small portion of
Walworth County as well. District 1 still takes in Beloit from District 2, as well. District 1 absorbs
so much territory to make up for the significant amount of population given to District 5, which is
also now more compact.

The effects of the shifts in Milwaukee help to make District 1 more competitive. The
current District 1 voted 53.8% Trump to 44.6% Biden in 2020, whereas Evers’ District 1 voted
for Trump 50.1% to Biden’s 48.1%. For comparison, my District 1 voted 52.3% Trump to 46.0%
Biden in 2020, making evers more competitive than both the current map and my proposal. The
other competitive district, District 3, retains the exact same vote percentages in the current map,
my map, and Evers’ map despite the minor shifts (51.4% Trump, 46.7% Biden). Governor Evers
managed to make District 1 slightly more competitive than in my map and significantly more
competitive than in the current map. Seeing as Governor Evers is a Democrat, it makes sense



that one of his priorities, even in a least change plan, would be to increase competitiveness
where possible due to Wisconsin’s disproportionate Republican representation.

The other major difference between this map and my own is on the border of Districts 6
and 8. Instead of all of Winnebago and some of Calumet Counties as I do, the Evers plan opts
to take a portion of both, leaving both counties split but making the border a bit smoother. The
implications of this are mostly limited to the aesthetics of following the old district lines’ two splits
more closely.

The other changes throughout the state are relatively minor, with only a few precincts’
difference with my plan.

Evers’ plan has a mean-median gap of 4.9% and an efficiency gap of 16.5%, both in
favor of Republicans. This is very comparable to my map’s 4.6% mean-median gap and 15.0%
efficiency gap, also both in favor of Republicans.

In terms of county and municipal splits, Evers’ map also splits 12 counties, just like the
current map and my map. It splits 26 cities, 4 of which are non-population splits. 31 precincts
are split under his plan. My map splits 12 counties, 24 cities or census-designated places, of
which 4 are no-population splits, as well as 26 precincts. Our maps are extremely similar in
terms of political subdivision splits as well.

In all, my map and Governor Evers’ map are quite similar in statistical terms with slight
mapping differences in central Wisconsin and significant differences in the Milwaukee suburbs,
likely motivated by an aim on Governor Evers’ part to make District 1 as competitive as possible
while still respecting least change priorities.



Republican Legislative Proposal:

While the legislature’s plan keeps the Milwaukee area’s configuration largely the same,
the largest difference between it and my plan is that the Legislature’s plan significantly changes
the shape of District 3. District 3 traded Stephens Point and its portion of Chippewa County for
reuniting Jackson, Wood, Juneau, and Monroe Counties, as well as the entirety of Clark County.
This shifts District 3 significantly more towards central Wisconsin, but the partisanship only shifts
one point more Republican by 2020 vote share (52.7% Trump - 45.4% Biden). This leaves
District 3 in a notably different configuration than in the current map and under Governor Evers’
and my proposals. District 3’s original Y-shape is no longer present in this proposal, however it
does more closely resemble the current map in the Milwaukee area than in my map or Evers’
map.

All other changes are relatively minor.
The Legislature’s map makes District 3 marginally more Republican while leaving District

1 with the same 2020 results as in the current map. Overall, it is even less competitive than the
current map and both mine and Governor Evers’ maps. The mean-median gap of this map is
5.0% pro-Republican and the efficiency gap is 16.1% pro-Republican. This map’s mean-median
gap is significantly better than the current map’s, but slightly worse than my and Governor



Evers’ maps. The efficiency gap is worse than my map’s and the current map’s and only slightly
better than Governor Evers’ map.

The Legislature’s plan splits 10 counties, 55 cities or census-designated places, and 221
precincts. While it reduces county splits, it is clearly the worst of all four maps examined in this
report with regard to respecting city and precinct boundaries.

The Legislature’s plan achieves perfectly equal population balance.
In sum, the Legislature’s proposed map does not follow the current map’s district shapes

as closely as either my proposal or Evers’ proposal, especially with regard to district 3. It is less
competitive than either of the other proposals while respecting political subdivision boundaries
far less.

Conclusions:
This least change plan achieves its goals of complying with federal law while remaining

as faithful as possible to the current district lines. The main concern of this proposal with regard
to federal law was respecting one person, one vote, which was accomplished through reaching
ideal population in every district. The plan closely follows the current map, with all districts
remaining based in the same communities and having the same general shape, with only slight
changes to district boundaries. It is still partisanly biased, although slightly less so than the
Legislature’s proposal, and does not consider communities of interest arguments.

My plan respects the current map’s boundaries more than either of the current proposals
before the Wisconsin Supreme Court. Governor Evers’ map makes more substantial changes in
the Milwaukee area than I do in my map, while the Legislature’s map does the same with the
Driftless region. For these reasons, when only considering least change criteria as the state
Supreme Court is, my map is the best suited of the three.



Appendices:

Figure 1: Detailed Map of District 1

Figure 2: Detailed Map of District 2



Figure 3: Detailed Map of District 3



Figure 4: Detailed Map of District 4

Figure 5: Detailed Map of District 5



Figure 6: Detailed Map of District 6



Figure 7: Detailed Map of District 7



Figure 8: Detailed Map of District 8



Figure 9: Statewide Partisan Map (2020 Election)



Figure 10: Current Districts Statewide Partisan Map (2020 Election)



Figure 11: District Total Population Demographic Statistics

Figure 12: District Voting Age Population Demographic Statistics

Figure 13: District Total Population Demographic Percentages



Figure 14: District Voting Age Population Demographic Percentages

Figure 15: Current Districts Total Population Demographic Statistics

Figure 16: Current Districts Voting Age Population Demographic Statistics



Figure 17: Current Districts Total Population Demographic Percentages

Figure 18: Current Districts Voting Age Population Demographic
Percentages



Figure 19: Milwaukee Black Voting Age Population Map



Figure 20: Milwaukee Hispanic Voting Age Population Map



Figure 21: Compactness Measures



Figure 22: County Splits



Figure 23: City and Census-Designated Place Splits





Figure 24: Precinct Splits





Figure 25: Dave’s Redistricting App Evaluation



Figure 26: Planscore Statistics







Figure 27: Current Map Statewide Partisan Map (2020 Election)

Figure 28: Evers Plan District Statistics



Figure 29: Evers Plan Statewide Partisan Map (2020 Election)



Figure 30: Evers Plan Comparison with Current Districts



Figure 31: Evers Plan Comparison with My Proposal

Figure 32: Legislature Plan District Statistics



Figure 33: Legislature Plan Statewide Partisan Map (2020 Election)



Figure 34: Legislature Plan Comparison with Current Districts



Figure 35: Legislature Plan Comparison with My Proposal


